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Highlights: 

 

❑  “A” grade artist of All India Radio.  

 
❑ Playback-singer - ‘Traditional development of Thumri’ , National TV Channel. India. 

 
❑ Discography : DVD (Live) “Diyaraa Main Waarungi” from Raga Music; CD Saanjh ( Questz World ); also on iTunes,  
Google Play Music ,   Amazon Music,  Spotify 

 

❑ Performed in almost all of the major Indian Classical Conferences (Tansen, Harivallabh, Dover Lane, Saptak,                               

Gunijan, AACM, LearnQuest etc.) in different countries (India, USA, Canada, UK,Bangladesh, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan) 

 
❑  Empaneled Artist of Hindustani Classical Music : ICCR  (Indian Council for Cultural Relations, Government of 

India), and SPICMACAY 

 

❑  Fellow of  The Ministry of Culture, Govt. Of India (2009) 

 

❑ JADUBHATTA AWARD, by Salt Lake Music Festival (2009) ; SANGEET SAMMAN, by Salt Lake Silver Music Festival                                   

(2011) ; SANGEET KALARATNA , by Matri Udbodhan Ashram, Patna 

 

 

Synopsis: 

 

Ruchira Panda, from Kolkata, India, is the current torch-bearer of the Kotali Gharana, a lineage of classical                 
vocal masters originally hailing from Kotalipara in pre-partition Bengal. She is a solo vocalist and composer                
who performs across all the major Indian Classical festivals in India, USA, CANADA and Europe. Her                
signature voice has a deep timbre and high-octane power that also has mind-blowing flexibility to render                
superfast melodic patterns and intricate emotive glides across microtones.  
 
Her repertoire includes Khayal - the grand rendering of an Indian Raga, starting with improvisations at a very                  
slow tempo where each beat cycle can take upwards of a minute, and gradually accelerating to an extremely                  
fast tempo where improvised patterns are rendered at lightning speed . She is also well known for her                  
Thumri, a light-classical form of music with a romantic feel, again adorned with improvised passages based                
on the modal structure of a Raga. This may be followed by a Tappa or Tap-Khayal - both being                   
Classical-Folk music traditions from the Punjab province of undivided India; a Tarana, a form of light-classical                
music with distinct Persian influences in the lyrics; Classical Raga-based spiritual songs called Bhajans; or               
various other subtypes of Indian Light Classical music e.g Jhoola, Birha, Patjhar, Chaiti, Kajri etc.  
 
As a composer and Guru ( Master ), Ruchira keeps creating new lyrics and tunes, sometimes just before or                   
even during a concert. That, naturally, adds to the freshness and magic of the core Indian Classical tradition                  
centered around live music settings. Like in Jazz music, exploring intellectually uncharted routes through a               
Raga's structure in live performances is what  sets her apart - so that all performances seem unique. 
 
The lineage of Pandit Manas Chakraborty (son and disciple of Sangeetacharya Tarapada Chakraborty)             
continues with her, as we experience her artistry onstage at the major Indian Classical music festivals around                 
the globe.  
 
Video links (Classical): 

 
❏ Raag Chandrakauns   

❏ Raag Basant Mukhari (Part I)   

❏ Raag Basant Mukhari (Part II)   

❏ Raag Alhaiya Bilawal   

https://itunes.apple.com/us/artist/ruchira-panda/id912651733
https://play.google.com/store/music/artist/Ruchira_Panda?id=A3bdxsy3rt2hm4j2d5jsud3p4cy
http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=ntt_srch_drd_B00N2DZR0A?ie=UTF8&field-keywords=Ruchira%20Panda&index=digital-music&search-type=ss
https://open.spotify.com/artist/1cwLldvHRDrWotiwRR8klf
https://youtu.be/z151ynizS4A
https://youtu.be/F5TfdjT1QV0
https://youtu.be/MbUj8q-sgJk
https://youtu.be/nnu_cXr4LhQ


❏ Raag : Bihag, Madhyalay Teentaal 

❏ Täp Khayal Khayal in Raag Khamaaj 

❏ Raag Chandrakauns (Part I) 

❏ Raag Gorakh Kalyan 

❏ Raag Puriya Kalyan 

❏ Raag Bageshree 

❏ Raag Bhupali 

 

 

Video links (Light Classical): 

 

❏ Patjhar ( Raag Mishra Piloo ) 

❏ Birhaa Ke Geet ( Mishra Champakali ) 

❏ Dhun (Mishra Mand)  

❏ Ek Sur Charachar Chhayo - Bhajan 

❏ Bengali Raagpradhan (Mishra Kirwani)  

 

 
VIDEO PLAYLIST:  
 
http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLyNw1QhmpA_q04rVV7VsyciU4XHhF307l 
 
Her repertoire: 

 

Khayal, Täp Khayal, Thumri, Tappa, Dadra, Kajri, Chaiti, Birha, Jhoola, Phaag, Hori, Bhajan, Bengali Thumri               
and Bengali Raagpradhaan. 

 

   

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LG7ZIHv5j3g
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Bk7Vjb0g2s
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j0VnXxXaDAU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2UHifSfBekw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3YbH1HrJ-A
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oKX87SPTe-g
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tRrRGtyvizI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ecn7ghBB6LY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g_IgSfK26NE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A_6HF32sNW0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DOFvyl0Vkds
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZVAyAohNSrY
http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLyNw1QhmpA_q04rVV7VsyciU4XHhF307l


 

Her live performances: 

 
Ruchira is a featured artist of major music conferences and venues: 
 
  

❏ Pandit Bhimsen Joshi Shastriya Sangeet Mahotsav (Jalgaon, 2017) 

❏ Jashn-E-Deccan (Hyderabad, 2017) 
❏ ‘Raag Ameer’ - Ustad Amir Khan Festival (Indore,India; 2017)   
❏ LearnQuest Music Academy Conference (Boston, USA; 2017, 2015, 2007) 

❏ Raga Music Circle (New York, USA; 2017) 

❏ Chinmaya Mission, Kalanjali, (Los Angeles, USA; 2017) 
❏ SIMA (State College, USA; 2017) 

❏ Sharq Taronalari - UNESCO International Music Festival ( Samarkand, Uzbekistan; 2017 ) 

❏ Tansen Samaroh (Gwalior, India; 2015)  

❏ Sangeet Piyasi Silver Jubilee Festival (Kolkata, India; 2016, 2010, 2000) 
❏ Gunijan Sangeet Samaroh (Indore, India; 2015)  

❏ Basant Bahar (Fremont, USA; 2015) 

❏ Sarb Akal Music Festival (Calgary, Canada; 2015) 

❏ SIFAS Singapore (2015) 
❏ Baba Harivallabh Sangeet Sammelan (Jalandhar, India; 2014)  

❏ Ragmala (Toronto, Canada; 2013) 

❏ Saptak (Ahmedabad and Surat, India, 2013) 

❏ Chitresh Das Dance Company (California, USA,  2013) 

❏ The Dover Lane Music Conference (Kolkata, India, 2012) 

❏ Nehru Center (London, UK, 2006) 

❏ Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan (Kensington, UK, 2006) 

❏ Ali Akbar College of Music (San Rafael, USA, 2006) 

 

 



Gunijan Sangeet Samaroh (Indore, India, 2015) 



Tansen Samaroh (Gwalior, India, 2015) 



 

The Dover Lane Music Conference (Kolkata, India, 2012) 

 

 
Baba Harivallabh Sangeet Sammelan (The oldest classical music conference of India, Jalandhar, 2014)  



 
Lecture-Demonstrations and  

Workshops: 

 

❏ Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan (London) 

❏ World Music Department, Augustana College (Illinois) 

❏ Ali Akbar College of Music (San Rafael) 

❏ Saptak Archive (Ahmedabad) 

❏ Roopkala Kendra (Kolkata) 

❏ Rajya Charukala Parshad (Kolkata) 

 

 

Awards: 

 

❏ 1st position (KHAYAL and  THUMRI) Talent Search Contest by Dover Lane Music Conference 1998-99  

❏ HMV award (Best young talent)   

❏ Ustad Amir Khan Award  

❏ Rotu Sen Memorial Award  

❏ Scholarship, Hindustani Vocal Music, Govt. of India  

❏ Sangeet Kalaratna Award, Patna. 

❏ Junior Fellow, Hindustani Music, Govt. of India. 

❏ ‘Jadubhatta Award’ by Salt Lake Cultural Association  

❏ Empanelled as Hindustani Classical Vocalist, Indian Council of Cultural Relation, Govt. of India and                           

SPICMACAY 

❏ ‘Sangeet Samman’ by Salt Lake Cultural Association 

 



Receiving ‘Sangeet Samman’ by Salt Lake Cultural Association  



 

Raga Music; CD Saanjh ( Questz World ) released by Pt. Vishwa Mohan Bhatt 

 
 

Her training: 

 

An environment of classical music in the family ensured her initial training since early childhood.               
Subsequently, she came under the tutelage of the Kotali Gharana torchbearer and stalwart, Pandit Manas               
Chakraborty. Twenty four long years of mentoring by her guru, who was the son of legendary vocalist                 
Sangeetacharya Tarapada Chakraborty, shaped her gayki (style), Raagdari (command over the Raga) and             
finesse. 
 
Her philosophy: 

 

“Never sacrifice your music for money or fame. It is better to be the unknown servant of music than be a                     
famed one whose music has been sullied by envy, greed or gimmicks” - Ali Akbar Khan. 
 
The improvising purist: 

 

As they say, it takes an artist to create an audience.  
 
Instead of the short-cuts in vogue, including rehearsed phrases, set-piece taankari for instant public              
applause, and a general disregard for the raagdari, Ruchira devotes a lot of attention to ensure the purity of                   
the Raga, often chosen on the stage itself, and creates music in the quintessential free-improvisational style                
that is nuanced and aesthetically robust.  
 



Her creative talent manifests itself in the numerous classical Bandish compositions crafted on-the-fly while              
singing on stage, when the venue or the mood would demand a particularly innovative melodic approach to a                  
Raga with matching lyrics to boot. 
 
The composer: 

 

Ruchira is a composer of Vilambit, Madhyalaya and Drut Khayals, Thumris, Taranas, Nirgun Bhajans and               
experimental light classical items. Her live performances are sprinkled with compositions of her Guru, her               
own creations, and traditional compositions, in that order. 
 
 

The Guru: 

 

Ruchira has been teaching Indian Classical Vocal for many years. Very strict and tireless perfectionist that                
she is, she is a much sought-after teacher for anyone looking to learn the purest form of the art. Hence only                     
a select few will qualify to walk the path. 
 
Her senior students are already making their entrance in the Indian Classical circuit. 
 
 
The Social Worker: 

 

Ruchira, is the founder and general secretary of PARAMPARIK, a non-profit organization engaged in the                
fields of education and medical care of the poorer sections of society. So far more than eight thousand                  
students have been supported by the program, many of them are now very well settled in India and abroad.                   
In 2017 alone, Paramparik is paying tuition and lodging fees for medical, engineering and graduate studies                
of nearly 350 students from rural Bengal.  
 

The Music Conference Organizer: 

Ruchira’s Paramparik is also well known for hosting a yearly Indian Classical Music Conference since 2001. 
During this long journey, year after year, Paramparik held sold-out concerts which are talked about in the 
connoisseur circles in Kolkata. 
Paramparik's festival lineup has included some of the biggest names in North Indian Classical Music, e.g. 
Birju Maharaj, Shiv Kumar Sharma, Hariprasad Chaurasia, Vishwa Mohan Bhatt, Buddhadeb Dasgupta, 
Manilal Nag, Amiya Ranjan Bandyopadhyay, Manas Chakraborty, Sultan Khan, Chitresh Das, Jagdish 
Prasad, Venkatesh Kumar, Rashid Khan, Vinayak Torvi, Bhajan Sapori, Arun Bhaduri, Dinanath Mishra, 
Rajan and Sajan Mishra, Budhaditya Mukherjee, Shahid Parvez, Tejendra Narayan Majumdar, Kushal Das, 
Venkatesh Kumar, Partha Bose and Partho Sarodi. 
Some of the memorable Tabla solos came from Swapan Chowdhury, Kumar Bose, Sanjay Mukherjee, 
Anindo Chatterjee, Nayan Ghosh, and  Samir Chatterjee. 
Paramparik's next yearly music conference will be held on January 14, 2018 at Birla Sabhaghar, Kolkata ( 
http://paramparik.org ).  
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